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ABSTRACT
In previous studies of fine particle fluidization, it was found that interparticle van
der Waals forces dominate particle behavior, causing agglomerates and channeling to
occur. The addition of vibration on the bed helps to release the particles from the
agglomerates, disrupt the channels, and increase fluidization and bubbling quality. Better
fluidization creates a situation in which there is improved mixing, higher heat transfer
rates, and favorable particle transportation behaviors. The objective of this thesis is to
study the relationship between acoustic vibrations in a vertical direction and mechanical
vibrations in a horizontal direction on a fluidized bed of fine particles.
Experiments were perfonlled on five different types of particles ranging in size
from 10 nm to 15 ~lIn. Standard fluidization tests were perfonned without vibration to
detennine the air velocity at minimum fluidization conditions for each particle type.
After this. each \'ibrationalmode was isolated to see its individual effects. The vibrations
were then imparted simultaneously to the material. creating a complex \'ibration mode in
which the particles could more easily fluidize. The relationship between particle bulk
density and acoustic acceleration was also examined.
It was found that. individually. both types of \'ibrations decreased the minimum
tluidilation \elocit)' of the particles. The acoustic vibration created heller huhhling and
ml:\1I1g while the 11llriwntal \'il'rati11l1 c2.useJ a shearing llf channels within the hed,
When combined, these effects remained and minimum fluidization velocity was further
decreased. Also, the acceleration due to acoustics increased with a decrease in particle
bulk density, creating a greater effect on the fluidization oflow density particles.
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Particle fluidization is important in a variety of applications. Fluidization
combines the advantages of high throughput and easy control with excellent heat transfer
and particle mixing. Using fine particles allows for a large surface area and high levels
of gas-particle contact efficiency but the strong interparticle forces create unfavorable
effects. With the difficulty of fluidizing these fine particles, techniques must be
developed to help industry process fine particles. Investigations into the use of magnetic
pulsing, mechanical stirrers, particle or bed wall coating, and vibration have all been
made. This study will deal with the latter of these approaches, specifically in a vertical
mode through acoustics and horizontally by mechanical means.
Much research has been perfonned with horizontal mechanical vibrations and
with \'ertical vibrations using acoustics: however. none has used the combination of both
modes simultaneously. The experimental design used in this study consists of a fluidized
bed supported on a linear track. Fixed to the support structure is a motor with an
eccentric cam, As the motor tums. the cam follows an elliptical orbit that pushes the bed.
Springs keep the bed in contact with the cam and the linear track preserves the linear
motion. This creates a vibration in the horizontal direction that can be controlled by the
eccentricity of the cam and the spced of the motor. For the acoustic vibration. a
loudspcakcr cm1l1ccted to a signal gcncrator and amplificr is rosititlncd at thc opcn cnd of
,
.'
the fluidized bed column. Acoustic frequency and sound pressure level can be controlled
as per the experimental requirements.
The following six chapters of this work will explain the infonnation needed to
understand the fluidization of fine particles. The next chapter will give a background into
fluidization and fluidized beds and will explain the concept of minimum fluidization
velocity (Umf). Procedures will be established to detennine Umf and equations will be
developed to calculate such velocities by knowing several particle properties. Then, an
introduction into vibrations and acoustics will be provided to give the reader a familiarity
with the quantitative analysis required for the study. Following this, a literature review
outlining previous work perfonned by other researchers on fluidization with and without
vibrations will be presented. This will lead to the experimental design and
instrumentation section describing the final setup and instruments used in this work. The
results will then be presented and analyzed with a conclusion and recommendation
section.
J
CHAPTER 2
Fluidization and Fluidized Beds
Fluidized beds are apparatuses used in a variety of industries for many different
applications. Essentially, a fluidized bed is a container for materials that allows a fluid to
mix with the particles. The materials can range from small, nano-sized particles to larger
ones on the order of centimeters. The fluid that flows through the material can be a liquid
or a gas and can be introduced at the bottom or sidc of the bcd at a variety of
temperatures. Scvcral configurations of fluidizcd beds arc availablc for continuous or
batch opcrations, dcpcnding on thc application, spacc requiremcnts, and availablc
resources. Figure 2.1 [1] shows three designs, (a) countercurrent; (b) crosscurrcnt; and
(c) two batch beds with solid mixing.
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The bed's cross-section can be varied to be circular or rectangular and arrangements such
as circulating and vibro-fluidized beds are also used in industry. As will be discussed in
the Experimental Setup section, a vertical batch bed with air entering from the bed's base
through a distributor and exiting at the top into the atmosphere is used throughout this
research.
Industries use fluidized beds for applications such as drying of solids, synthesis
reactions, uniform coating of an object, particle mixing and transport, and as heat
exchangers [I]. Several positive features of fluidized beds exist making them favorable
for such industrial functions. These include high heat transfer rates creating applicability
for low surface area heat exchangers, excellcnt mixing and circulation of particles, simple
controls with no nccd for advanccd opcrator training, continuous opcration with high
throughput, and casy handling of particlcs [1.2].
Howcvcr, fluidizcd beds do havc ccrtain ncgativc aspccts including difficulties in
scaling-up a laboratory bed. complcx hydrodynamic aspccts, clutriation of fincs that will
latcr nced to bc rcplaccd oftcn wasting material, and potential for componcnt crosion
within thc bed. Even with thcse disad,'antages, the economicalnaturc coupled with high
fluid-particlc intcraction make fluidized beds an interesting and altracti\'e solution [1,2].
Sevcral considcrations do need to be examined and a furthcr discussion of the nature of
fluidization must be explored.
Dis{rihu{or dcsir,11
To allow for an even introduction of air into the fluidized bed system, a type of
distributor is used. Distributors are any intennediary device between the particle surface
and fluid input that helps to create a unifonn flow. Design variables for a distributor
include resulting pressure drop, pore size, thickness, rigidity, and the material's thennal
and structural strength. In industry, perforated plate distributors, as seen in Figure 2.2
(Kunii and Levenspiel), are often used for low loads.
~SliiS It,~",,,'1
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Fi~ure 2.2 Perforated plate distributors
These distributors have a low cost and arc easy to produce. For higher temperatures and
material weight. tuyere designs arc used. Figure 2.3 [1] shows a depiction of such a
design where the air is forced through a set of orifices.
~~~
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~(e) ~(d)
Fi~ure 23 Tu~ ere di~trihutor de~ign~ U\ed for higher temperature~and material 'Hight.
In small beds. and in the reseaf\~h done in this study. a sintered metal. glass. or ceramic
pllnlUS plate is uscd. This provides an cvcn no\\' distributilln due III the high pressure
drop through the plate. However, the large pressure drop results in an increase in power
and cost for the system. Material cost is also often high for such a plate. As an
alternative, as Kunii and Levenspiel point out, materials such as filter cloth, compressed
fibers, a wire plate, or a layer of fine particles can be used for a similar effect [I]. The
distributor used in this research is a porous plate of sintered glass. Ambient temperatures,
lack of corrosives, and low particle bed weight in the system created an environment
suitable for this type of distributor.
F1uidi:.ation
When the particles within the bed have little or no gas flowing through, the bed is
a "packed bed". The particles' weight is greater than the upward force of the gas causing
a settling effect. The phenomenon of particle fluidization occurs as gas is passed through
the distributor at a sufficient rate denoted as the incipient or minimum fluidization
velocity (Umf). Ul11 f is the point at which the gravitational force of the particles and the
hydrodynamic drag force of the gas are equal as shown through Equation (2.1) [3].
(2.1 )
Ft, is the cross-sectional area of the bed. 1111f is the height at minimum fluidization (also
represented as h~1fl. f.r;of is the bed \oidage at minimum fluidization. p, and Pf arc the
densities of the solid and fluid. respecti\"Cly. and ,\P is the pressure dwp between the
distrihut0f and free surl:1Cc ofthc hed.
When the bed transitions to a fluidized state, several characteristics of the bed
exist as can be seen in Figure 2.4 [2]. In general, the particles begin to behave as a fluid
would in a container such as a glass of water. One property of the fluidized state is a level
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~.-::.~~...". -:..:.: ... ~" .-:. ..; ~.~.. .. .. .... .. ........ ... ' .. "------
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. .
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.:: :.!
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Figure 2.... Characteri'tics of a nuidized hed: Le\c1 surface. Proportional dP.
Gmhing 'olids. Equal partition heights.
~urt:1Ce when rartitil'ned ('r tilted. JlI~t a~ the height of the water would remain comtant
if a di\ider i~ intwduced or rem'lin parallel to the gwund if tilted. the ~l,lid particle~
within the bed would follow suit. Also, the particles would flow out of a hole in the bed
similar to a liquid. Most importantly for experimental procedures, ~p between the
distributor and the free surface of the bed would stabilize and would be proportional to
the weight of the bed.
There are several ways to experimentally determine Umf in a gas-solid fluidized
bed system including bed expansion, heat transfer, and pressure drop measurements.
Figure 2.5 [2] shows graphs of each of these methods and the approximate location of
Umf. These three methods will be further discussed below.
u"" U." U,
Gas Vflacity U.-
Bed 1presSlJ'e
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Fil:ure 2.5 Three methods to npcrimenlally determine r",I'
The fir~t way is to record hed height as a function of air \elocity. In an ideal
c.1~e. with nWlw-silcd rarticle~. the bed height would hegin to increase at the beginning
l,f tluidil.1til'n. Ihme\Cr. due to Iwnl1.11 irregul.1ritie~ in particle ~ile. air di~tributil'n. and
In
geometry, the bed height often increases slightly before minimum fluidization. Fine
particles, or channels of particles exposed to a greater flow rate, will tend to be carried
higher by the fluidizing medium. Minimum fluidization should be denoted as the peint
when there is a homogeneous height increase. An obvious concern with this method of
determining Umf is its subjective nature as it relies on an observer's views of
homogeneous expansion. Further, the initial packing of the bed and its history, any
previous experiments that could have left the particle's orientation better suited for
fluidization, could have an effect on this critical value. Typically, however, observing
the height variation with decreasing air flow rates, a truer value can be detennined.
Figure 2.6 [4] shows an ideal Hcight vs. Fluidization Vclocity (Ua) curvc with point D
denoted as Ul11 f.
A
E
Fixed
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D
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I
I
I
I
I
Velocity
Fi::urc 2.6 Ideal Rcd Hci::hl n. Gas "docily (lin c.
Anothcr way to dctcnninc minimum t1uidilation 'c\N'itv IS through thc
mcasurcmcnt of hcat transfcr at thc hcd wall. :\s thc hcd transitions fn1m a fixcd tt1
11
fluidized bed, the particles begin to move and occupy the space within the voids. This
movement and circulation increases heat transfer within the bed. However, the minimum
fluidization velocity increases the slope of the heat transfer coefficient (h) vs Uo curve
slightly. From this point, h continues to increase past the minimum bubbling velocity
(Umb) and until the optimum gas velocity (Uopt).
With the subjectivity and measuring difficulties of the bed height and heat transfer
methods for experimentally detennining Umf, the third method, measuring pressure drop,
is most widely used. The pressure drop that is recorded in a vertical bed with air entering
from the bottom is that between a layer right above the distributor to the top of the bcd, or
cDB
,.----r------------.;.
Fluidized
A E
Velocity
Figure 2.7 Ideal I'rcmJre Drop \s Gas "docity Cuneo
the atmosphere. As the pressure drop increases. the bed"s \oidage. I:. increascs. This
signifies an increase in particle weight that is b.l1anced by the drag fl1rce of the upward
Illo\ing air through the bed.
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Figure 2.7 [4] shows a pressure drop curve for an ideal case ofunifonnly shaped
and sized particles. However, in actual cases with dissimilar particles, a smoother
conversion from fixed to fluidized states is often observed. A typical pressure drop curve
for such a system can be seen in Figure 2.8 [4]. Umf is often taken to be the point where
the initial slope is extrapolated to the level of highest pressure drop.
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Figure 2.8 Pressure drop cune for non-uniformly shaped and sized particles.
7\1inimum fluidization \'clocity can also be calculatcd to ayoid extensiye and
costly cxperimental tcsting. ~umcrous equations haye been deyelopcd to help cstimate
Uc-.f with each being correlated to either particle size (dc). particle density (rc). particle
shape. (Ir Reynold·s number (Rct One such ct)ITelati()n. as explained by Kunii and
Le\Cnspicl [1]. can be used for relatiycly I1wlw-silCd particles.
or
where Ar is the Archimedes number:
Ar =d;,pl:(p,,- p)g
;.r
(2.3)
(2.4)
and RCI'.mf is the Rcynold's numbcr at minimum fluidization vclocity, dl' is thc
particle diamctcr. 11 is the gas viscosity. g is the accelcration due to gravity and ~s is the
particle sphericity:
sw:/ilce area of sphere
9\ =(I. f' I ),,1 ,,,",! "",',,",cSIII."tace c]/"ea c~ par/lc e (2.5)
Sphcricity is simply thc rclJtion between a particlc's shape and a sphcre. where
0<9,< 1 and 9,= 1 for a sphere. Table 2.1 [I] outlines the sphcricity of sen~ral common
particlcs.
1.1
Table 2.1 Table of sphericity for ,'arious types of particles.
T'JPf of Partlde
Sphmdty
<P, Souru
sphere 1.00 (a)
Cube 0.81 (II)
C)o\incler
had 0.87 (II)
h a5d 0.70 (a)
h '" 10d 0.58 (.)
Dab
h ad/J 0.76 (a)
h "'d16 0.60 (II)
h '" diiO 0.47 (.)
Acth'aloo can>on and silica gds 0.70-<l.90 (b)
II rohon solids 0.63 (e)
Co.1I
anthracite 0.63 (e)
bituminous 0.63" (e)
natural clUJt 0.65 (dl
puherUed 0.73 (dl
Cork 0.69 (dl
GIa.<s, enuhl'd. ~:tr;:;ed 0.65 (d)
Magnetite, F1K-. er.Tropsch uW)'St 0.5S" (el
Mica Sales 0.:8 (dl
Sand
round 0.86" (el
~dt..clJ 0.66" (elu high as 086 /0
~ng rh...r as !"....... oS) (0
Tungslcn powoer 0.69 (dl
Wheal 0.85
(0.) Fn.)m ~l'\r ('(",.~""tions
(b) From V-1l m
(r) F",m l'd..u and ruj'''' [3J
(d) Fmm Carman [4J
It) From 1~.. l'1 Il. [:II
to Fmm """''II et AI. ;fi]
"rbrt"(1'lpl" I'...ahlr.
Voidage can be ca1cubted if the particle bed's mass is known by:
r
., ....
If'
=1------
I~, F(P. -/\ )
(2.6)
Thc h:d's \oid3gC at mllllmUIll tluidi7ation has also bccn correlated to particle
sphcricity as can l'c seen in Figurc 2.Q [2].
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Figure 2.9 Correlation between a particle's sphericity and \"oidage at different
packing conditions.
For very fine particles, Kunii and Levenspiel continue to simplify Equation 2.1 to:
Re f."1 < 20 (2.7)
There exist timcs when ¢, or Lmf are not known. as the values for these are usually
experimentally detcnnined. If a particle has not been tested. and values for either the
sphericity or voidage at minimum fluidization conditions are not listed in the literature. a
dilTcrcnt approach can be taken to detenninc U"',f. This is done by introducing two
constants. K1 and K:. representing the constants outside of Equation 2.3:
I I"l' =_.,_.
{'\. .
:: _ (l,
150( I -:: . )}\ - -
: - :: ~ . '"',:
From this, Wen and Yu [5] along with other researchers have developed values
for a wide range of Reynold's numbers (Re=O.OOI to 4000). Table 2.2 [1] shows a listing
of these values for different conditions, i.e. high temperature and pressure (Saxena and
Vogel) and coarse particles (Chitester et a1.).
Table 2.2 Listing of K constant values determined for different conditions.
lrl~1igators
Wcn and Yu [121 (966)
284 cUta points from the htt>rature
Richardson [l3) (1971)
S:uena and \bge1 (14] (1977)
Dulomite at hj~h temperahlre and prc!;mro
Dahu et al. (l51 (1978)
Corrd.llion of reported <Uta \lotil 197i
Cr;lC:e (16] (l~2)
Chitcster et aI. 1171 (I9&!)
Coal, char, BO\llotini; up to f>4 bar
Fin"'. Sl'c..ond.
1\'2/2K l 11K.
33.7 0.0408
25.7 0.0365
25.3 O.05il
25.3 0.0651
27.2 004(\3
2.'3.7 0.0494
Plugging in thc valucs proposcd by Wcn and Yu. valucs for finc particlcs rcsult
111:
RCr.~f =[(33.7)C +O.040SArf C-33.7 (2.9)
Kunii and LC\'cmpicl rccommcnd. howcycr. that if thc values of ¢, and t:mf arc
known. ~uch \'alues should hc used in thc prior cquations. Thc approach using the
constants K1 and K: uses C(1lTc1ated data and could introduce more unccrtainty than whcn
using thc actual c:\rcrimcntal \alucs of sphcricity and voidagc for thc particular
When fluidizing fine particles, agglomerates tend to fonn within the bed. These
can be broken up through the addition of vibration which would help to decrease the
agglomerate diameter. Iwadate and Horio performed extensive research in developing a
modcI to detennine agglomerate size (da) of different particles based on a force balance
within the bed [23]. They validated their results with experimental data in the literature
from sources that used both experimental and theoretical measurements. One set of
equations that was used for validation was based on equations, described by Kunii and
Levenspiel [I], that calculate da as a function of bed voidage, agglomerate and fluid
density, and gas viscosity (11=1.73 x 10.5 for air) as can be derived from Equation 2.10:
(2.10)
where pa = Pr(1-£mf) [23 J..
Solving for da• yields:
(2. 11)
The \'oidagc at minimum fluidization \'elocity (£mr) is calculated as 1 minus the ratio of
the bulk density and the particle density. The Experimental Rcsults scction shows an
analysis of agglomcratc diamctcr as a function of mcchanical and acoustic \"ibration
strcngth bascd on Equation 2.11.
The minimum lIuidization \"elocities are dependent on the panicle"s properties
[4]. IIowe\"cr. as might be misunderstood. the bed height. and thus the 0\er.1I1mass llf
the I'.lrtic!cs within thc bcd. dl'cs 11l1t affect L'c';' This is tmc ti,l r n1l1st l'cds exccpt \"cry
deep ones in which the top layers of particles may become fluidized at a slightly lower
gas flow rate than the ones closest to the distributor. The pressure drop measurement will
increase with increased particle mass, but the trend of the curve, as can be seen in Figure
0.
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Fi~ure 2.10 Um! is independent of bed depth.
2.10 [3], will lead to the same Umf.
After minimum fluidization velocity. with increased aIr velocity. the bed
transitions into a bubbling bed. to a turbulent bed with rapid bubbling and excellent
particle mixing. to fast fluidization. and finally to a dilute-phasc flow which begins at a
bed \"oidage of around 0.95. The vclocity can thcn ideally be increased until the particles
rcach their tenninal \'clocity and bed \'oidage rcachcs unity. Ilowc\'cr. betwcen thc
minimum tluidization and the fast tluidization state. an important point cllled minimum
bubbling velocity (Ur.,~) occurs [2].
The bubbling phenomelllln trampires as pockets of gas rise from the distributor
and empt at the free surl;lce of the hed. Bubbling is impllrtant indmtrially as it aids in
mi \ ing partic les falm the hlltt(lm (If the hed to the tl'p and creates e\celIent heat tr.1I1sfer
1°
conditions. Minimum bubbling velocity is a very difficult and subjective transition point
to measure and is often described at the point when a single bubble is formed at the
distributor and travels to the free surface of the bed. At other times, it is described as the
velocity which creates the maximum bed height.
Just as there was much work carried out 10 correlations for Umf, similar
quantitative analysis has been perfonned to detennine Umbo A correlation by Geldart and
Abrahamsen between Umb and Umf has also been established as [2]:
u 2300p~I~~J/m exp(O.716F
J
.)
mb ,.,
=U J-0 X OY34 ( )0934
m( (f' g P., - P~ (2.12)
where Fj is thc fincs fraction < 45 ~m. This tcnn is includcd bccausc thc addition of fincs
in a bcd of coarsc particles hclps enhancc fluidization and bubbling.
Gcldart [2] has rccommcndcd thc usc of a simplc lincar rclationship betwccn Umh
and thc particle diamctcr:
(2.13 )
where Kmh is a constant bascd on thc particlc and conditions. Thc value d" is thc particle
surfacc/volume diameter and is calculated as I iIx,d"j. The VCT)' important cffcct of
particlc diameter on fluidization and bubbling along with the particles' classification
schemc will be discussed belo\\'.
Particle Si:e Classification
:0
In particle fluidization studies, particle size is a very, if not the most, important
characteristic of the fluidized material. Because of the often diverse size range within the
bed, there are many different ways of calculating an average diameter with each resulting
in very different conclusions. Zenz and Othmer [6] point out that many industries
haphazardly choose the particle size definition that seems to work best for their studies.
They continue to discuss that the arbitrary choice is often not appropriate and that careful
consideration should be made into how particle size is defined. Furthennore, it should be
noted that certain fluidization correlations use specific particle size definitions and it is
necessary to calculate such diameters fittingly. Several examples of particle diameter
calculations are shown in the equations below where there arc nj particles with diameter
Arithmetic Mean diameter (dph~l can be described as
,.
L",dr,
( J ) ,d(r .lIl = -'---'--,.--
L
lIannonic ~1ean diameter (dp)11\1. slightly di fTerenl. is expressed by the equation:
,
LII,
( J ) ! 1( r ii If = -,---'----
L(II, ",)
which is related to the rati() between the total surface area to the unit weight:
21
(2.14)
(2.15)
6N
(Ill;) 'll(dp );I.\f
Total swfacearea ;=1
=--:c
s
,.---:-:;:'------- =
Weight (,,) (d)3 /6 Pp (dp) If.lf
,Ljl; • Ppll P II.\(
;=1
(2.16)
Geldart [7] noted that the established definition for particle size in both packed and
fluidized beds is the surface-volume diameter (dsv). This is calculated as the diameter of
a sphere that has the same external surface area to particle volume ratio and is equal to
the hannonic mean diameter for a bed of diverse particle sizes. The surface-volume
diameter often differs from the diameter detennined through sieve analysis (dp),
depending on particle shape irregularity.
Other definitions of particle size include the geometric mean (dp)G~" length mean
(dpk~" volume mean (dp)v~" and the weight mean (dphnl [2]. These will not be further
explored as they are not used within this study or any related work.
Since there is a multitude of particles. and not every one has been tested for its
fluidization properties. it is important to haw a classification systcm to group particles of
similar characteristics. Two different groups arc generally used for such classification.
Ilydrodynamics-Based and Ilydrodynamics-and Thenl1al-Properties-Based Groups.
Within these. groups include the ~10lerus Groups. Clark ct of. Groups. and the most
commonly used classification throughout the literature. the Gcldart Groups [2]. In 1973
Geldart proposed a scheme to organize particles into four groups based on their size (dsd
and the dilTerence in densities between the particle and the fluidizing gas (p,-rr) [~].
Figure 2.11 [~J shows a depiction of the boundaries between Groups A. B. C. and D.
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Figure 2.11 Boundarics bct\\ccn Gcldart Groups as a function of dcnsity and mcan particlc SiIC.
Group A contains particlcs with a small a\'cragc diamctcr and/or particlc dcnsity and arc
dcnotcd oftcn as "acratablc". Thcy also tcnd to producc good mixing whcn fluidizcd.
Group B particlcs arc usually slightly largcr and ha\'c a minimum bubbling \'clocity at or
slightly highcr than that of thc minimum fluidization \'clocit)'. Thcsc particles arc
nannally in thc rangc of 40 ~lIn<ds\<500 pm and within a dcnsity rangc of 4
gcm'>p,> 1,4 g 'cm' [9]. Thc boundary betwccn Group A and Group B particlcs is gi\'cn
(2.17)
"I'
--'
Group D particles are very large and dense particles with dsv>500 llm and its
classification is not well defined. Generally, the boundary between Group B and Group
D particles follows as:
(2.18)
This study is most focused on the very difficult to fluidize Group C particles. Geldart
describes this grouping as those powders that "arc in any way cohesive" and for which
"nonnal fluidization ... is extremely difficult". Since the mean particle size is often very
small within Group C, the interparticle forces between the particles tend to make them
stick together. This creates a situation in which the force on the particles by the
fluidizing air cannot overcome the forces binding the agglomerates. Excessive
channeling and poor mixing often results. Geldart points out that besides small particle
diameters, interparticle forces could also be caused by electrostatic charges or a wet
material.
There are se\"CfaI ways to aid in fluidizing Group C particles including the use of
mechanical stirrers. addition of fincs to the particlcs. magnetic pulsing. coating the
particles or bed walls to reduce electrostatic charge. and yibrating the bed. This study
will deal with two types of Yibration. acoustic and a horizontal mcchanical \'ibration. to
dismpt the agglomerates and channels of se\"Cral fine Group C particles. The next
ch3pter will giYC 3 b3ckground of some of the infonn3tion needed to further understand
thcse Yibr3tion types and its effect on the fine p3rticles l)f a lluidizcd bcd.
CHAPTER 3
Acoustics and Vibrations
In the prevIOus chapter, a discussion of fluidized beds and their industrial
applications was given. The phenomenon of fluidization was also explained along with a
description on how to estimate minimum fluidization velocity. This can be done
mathematically through correlations based on particle properties and experimentally with
techniques such as pressure drop vs. velocity graphs. Furthennore, a brief explanation of
important particle characteristics and particle size classifications was discusscd. This
chapter will givc a background into the equations needed to analyze vibrations in
fluidizcd beds, for both acoustic and mechanical, and show the importance of vibration in
a fluidized bed of fine particles.
In this study. the total vibration imparted to the fluidized bed will be the condition
calculated and evaluated. In this sense. the bed will be considered clastic: that is the
horizontal. mechanical vibration will travel from the wall of the bed. to the first particle
which will hit the next particle. and so on. In tenns of acoustics. it will be assumed that
the \"ibration imparted to the air molecules by the loudspeaker will travel to the top layer
of particles in the bed. hitting the next layer. and continue on until the distributor. With
these assumptiom. the total vibratillnal acceleration caused by the two mechanisms will
be e,pll1 red and compared.
As was discussed in the paper's Introduction, this study makes use of an eccentric
cam and follower mechanism to impart a horizontal mechanical vibration to a vertical
0.2)
(3.1 )
(303)
.r = -sx
d:x s
--+-\"=0
cll: m'
. ,fxf = ma = m--,
dl"
Fi~lIre 3.1 l>epiction of a force associated with simple
harmonic motion.
The force associated with simple hannonic motion, as seen in Figure 3.1,
f=-sx
~--
where x is the displacement from rcst and s is the spring constant.
Experimental Setup chapter. This section will explain vibrational force and acceleration
This equation can be substituted into the standard equation for linear force.
can be described by the following equation [10]:
fluidized bed. Further detail about the system and its components will be explored in the
principles along with the governing equations that describe them.
where 111 is the mass of the system and a is the acceleration resulting in:
Horizontal Mechanical Vibrations
St,hing the ah'\e equ.1tit'n ti.'r the il1dq'cl1tknt \'lri.1bk \ results in the gel1er,ll eqlutil'l1
x =AI cos(.JS / III t) + A2 sin(.Js / m t) (3.4)
where AI and A2 are constants. The next step is to substitute the tenn (s/m)O.5 with the
angular frequency constant (000). Assuming that x=O at t=O, the constant AI must equal
zero resulting in:
x = Asin(wt) (3.5)
(3.6)
In the simple hannonic motion of an oscillating fluidized bed, A is the amplitude of the
system. The peak acceleration can be expressed as a=Aoo2 and can be written in
dimensionless fonn as
r = A(tJ2 / g
In such a system, the frequency of the vibration is often the mcasurcd value. Since
w=2n:f, the above equation rcsults in the most common fonn of
(3.7)
whcre g is the accclcration due to gravity. This form is used by sevcral rcscarchers in
quantifying the accclcration ofthcir vibro-fluidized bcds.
Using Equation 3.7, the total acceleration of the system due to thc hannonic
vibration can bc dctcnnincd by knowing thc amplitude and thc frequcncy of thc
oscillation. As will bc seen in the Expcrimcntal Results chapter. thc vibrational
acccleration is varied by controlling these paramctcrs. Thc vibration hclps to break up
agglomeratcs and disrupt channeling. creating a more homogeneous l1uidization with
better bed mixing.
Acollstic Theory
The acoustic energy used in this work originates in a loudspeaker just above the
top of the fluidized bed column. The speaker creates a pressure wave from the speaker to
the free surface of the particles, creating a vertical vibration within the material.
Loudspeakers take a voltage signal, constant for a constant frequency and sound pressure
level (SPL) or oscillating for a variety as in a song, and convert it into a mechanical
force. The mechanical force displaces air to a certain degree, corresponding to the
voltage signal, creating a pressure wave and thus a sound.
The system has one fixed end, the distributor, and one free end, the top of the bed
column where the vibrations originate. This creates standing waves through the bed and
the air as reflected and incident waves interact with each other. This is shown in Figure
3.2 [11].
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Figure 3.2 Standing "a\Cs are created in the hed "ith free and one fhed end.
Three important tenns. sound pressure 1cwl (SPLl. frequency (t). and speed of
sound (c). are imohed in the description of the acoustic theory for this tluidiled bed
system. Sound pressure \c\'el is a measure of aCt1mtic power in decil'c1s and is
pwportil111al to the It'garithmic r,llio h:tween the R.\I.S. sl'und pressure crc,lIed .md .1
reference pressure (Prer) of 2 x 10'5 N/m2• The reference pressure is characterized as the
threshold of human hearing.
SPL =2010g(Prms)
Pnj
(3.8)
For efficiency reasons, it is important to create the maximum amount of acoustic
vibration using the minimum amount of power. This will impart the greatest acceleration
on the fluidized bed allowing for the greatest control over experimental conditions. To
do this, the resonance frequency (fres) needs to be detennined. This value is the
frequency at which one quarter of the acoustic wavelength in air reaches the free surface
of the bed. At one quarter of a wavelength, the maximum wave amplitude, and thus the
greatest acceleration, occurs at the top layer of particles and one quarter of the acoustic
wavelength in the bed material occurs at the distributor. The equation for the resonance
frequency is
2/1-1 c
.r", = --1'~ for 1/ = 1.2.3
"t I.)
(3.9)
where i' l is the distance from the loudspeaker to the free-surface and n represents the
integer number of wave cycles at the desired location. At lower n-values. less
attenuation. and thus higher pressures. is created. At an approximate distance of 103 em.
fr,-,=S3 Hz. Because of this value and the explained reasoning. all experiments were
perfonlled at ~O liz. Figure 3.3 shows experimental data on SPL \s. frequency. It can he
seen that at approximately SO Ill. thc maximum sound pressure level was gencrated.
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Figure 3.3 SPL n. Frequency graph shows a maximum SPL produced at 80 Ib~
Iluang [12] also cxamined the effect of thc acoustic field on pressure drop
through the bed. As was discussed in the previous chapter. the usc of pressure drop
through the bed is a common way to detcnnine minimum tluidization ,·clocity. If the
acoustic ficld crcates a large pressure cffect. it must be calculated into thc correlations or
kept in mind when pcrfonning computations. Figure).4 [12] shows thc results of these
experimcntal tcsts. :\ 'cry small increase (-Y' 0) d0cs 0CCur hut it can be ncglected duc to
its minute effect.
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Figure 3.4 Acoustic pressure creates only a small effect on pressure drop through the bed.
Particle Acceleration due to Acol/stics
In this study. the acceleration of the air from the spcakcr needs to be examined.
The air creates a \"ertical \"ibration on the particles of the bed. in similar fashion to the
horizontal shaking of the mcchanical system.
The acoustic wa\"e equation can be cxpressed as [I3].
(-:,=.: ~ (:.:.:
--'=c'--h: .' cr
(J.IO)
where C" is the speed ofsol1l1d ('{111Stant and ~(x.t) is particle displacement.
where
r=a+ jk
(3.11 )
(3.12)
is a propagation constant with its real part the loss coefficient a and its imaginary part the
wave number, k=w/c.
Substitution into the second order differential equation gives
or in real tenns:
f(x,t) = A'cos«(ut - kx) + B'cos«(ut + kx)
(3.13)
(3.14)
Using only the positivc travcling disturbancc of thc abovc cquation and substituting thc
particlc displaccmcnt amplitude A'=~o yields
';(X.I) =.;" cos(wt - kx) (3.15)
Thc ncxt step is to diffcrcntiatc the displacemcnt twicc to find thc particlc accclcration
which rcsults in
a(x.t) = -(V'';" COS«(ul - kx)
=-.{, cos«(ut - kx)
whcrc 1\, is the wavc's amplitudc.
(3.16)
The continuity equation and the equation of state arc now used to establish a pressurc
rclationship for thc waYe.
(3.17)
C~'lllbining the ahne equ:lti~1nwith equatil1n (3.10) yields a \\wkah1c pressure equati(1n
(3.18)
With this known, the three important equations (3.8), (3.16), and (3.18) can be
used to find the acceleration of a particle within the acoustic wave. To do this, one must
know the SPL, frequency, and speed of sound of the acoustic wave through the particle
medium and the bulk density of the particles, all experimentally detennined. Each
particle's bulk density was detemlined at approximately Umf conditions as this is the
medium composition through which the acoustic waves must travel
Some infonnation should be given about the speed of sound. Through air, sound
waves travel at a speed of co=331.3 + O.6T where T is the temperature (0C) of the air
[14]. However, in denser media, the speed of sound decreases. Herrera, et of. [15],
fonnulated a model assuming the fluidized bed as a "quasi-fluid" or a two-phase medium
and detennined the theoretical speed of sound to be
(3.19)
where L is the bed void fraction and K is the bulk modulus with the subscripts p and g
referring to the particle and gas phases. respectively. As the void fraction reaches unity.
the speed of sound would be that through air. while a ,'oid fraction of 0 would
theoretically predict a speed of sound through a solid. Figure 3.5 [15] shows a
comp3rison between experimenta: and theoretic31 results. It can he seen
..
.'"
MATERIAL dp Pp
K Source Symbol[J.tm] [gr/cm1 [Pal
Sand 240 2.6 Roy et aI., 1990 0
Alumina 'E' 42 3.95 222*109 Present investigation •
Alumina '0' 15 3.95 222*109 Present investigation 0
Alumina 'G' 7 3.95 222*109 Present investigation
*
Catalyst 70 1.3 Roy et aI., 1990 •
Glass Beads 'A' 11.7 2.5 40*109 Present investigation ...
Glass Beads 'B' 42 2.5 40*109 Present investigation fj.
Silica Gel 215 2.2 Present investigation v
Vermiculite 220 0.4 Roy et al.. 1990 +
Air 1*1 0-3 117*103
K data from Information SCience Institute, University of Southern California.
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Fi~lIn' .'5 E'pcrimcntal and throrctical rcsults of ~pcrd of ~ound H. \'oid Fraction arc compared.
that the speed of sound generally increases with an increase in void fraction. However,
because of the two-phase medium, it is still much lower than the speed of sound through
air and stays around 11 to 20 m/s.
To work through the procedure to detennine the acceleration imparted to the
particle bed, a material called Aerosil will be used as an example. The bulk density,
po=mlVf, was experimentally calculated to be 93.1 kg/m3• The acoustic conditions used
were an SPL of 140 dB and a frequency (f) of 80 Hz. The angular frequency, W, as was
discussed previously equals 2rcf or 502.7 Hz. The speed of sound through this fluidized
medium will be approximated as 15 m/s.
Using Equation 3.16, the maximum acceleration occurs when the cosine tenn
equals I or
O(X,I) = -a/¢"
Similarly, Equation 3.18, at its maximum reduces to
I}(X I) =-p c::: (V" fI 0":'0
The next equation to be introduced is the equation for SPL to find the pressure:
SPL =20 IOg( 1:,,-1
1"f
whcre p"r is the reference sound prcssurc.
(3.20)
(3.21 )
(3.22)
Using an SPL of 140 dB. a r"r of 2 x 10-" ;-.: nf~. and eliminating thc logarithm yields
r"",=200 ;-.: m:. Since thc go\Cming cquatit1ns arc conccmcd with thc maximum
acccleration. p,-, must bc con\crtcd to p!,~" using
Ppeak =.J2Prms (3.23)
So, Prcak=200*-V2=282.8. Plugging this peak pressure into Equation (3.21), and knowing
the values of po, Co. and w leads to ~o= -6 x 10-4. This displacement value can then be
introduced into Equation (3.20) to find the maximum acceleration.
This chapter explained the background needed to further understand vibrations. The next
chapter will show how this infonnation has been used by other researchers and the effect
of such vibrations on fluidized beds. The subsequent chapters will show this study's
experimental setup and results.
,-,
CHAPTER 4
Literature Review
In Chapter 2, an introduction of fluidization and its industrial importance was
gIven. Minimum fluidization velocity was discussed and several ways to calculate and
experimentally detennine this value were specified. In the previous chapter, a
background into vibrations, created through both mechanical motion and acoustic
pressure, was examined. Governing equations to dctennine acceleration on a fluidized
bed were developed and a better understanding of general vibration theory was put forth.
This chapter will use the infonnation previously learned to study and understand the
work done by other rescarchcrs to fluidize finc particles with vibration. A look at their
cxpcrimcntal proccdurcs and rcsults will bc cxplorcd as an introduction into thc
cxperimcntal work of this study.
F/llicli:atio1l ofUltra-Fine Particles wit/wilt Vibration
~lany studies h:l\e been pcrfonncd on the lluidization of particles without
vibration. Throughout this litcrature. it was shown th:1I Geldart Group A and B particles
lluidizcd well with good mixing. lIowc\"er. difficulty was found when lluidizing Group
C particles. Fluidization of ultra-fine particles on the scale of nanometers has 110t heen
widelv studied.
Nano-particles differ from larger particles due to their high surface area and large
surface charge. Hardly ever found as individual particles, they tend to fonn strong
agglomerates and are fluidized in this manner.
lung and Gidaspow [16] perfonned experiments on Tullanox, a 200 nm particle
and have found good fluidization characteristics at and above 1.15 cmls. At Umf, lung
and Gidaspow reported that the bed height was 2.8 times that of the static bed height and
channeling occurred only below 1.0 cm/s. The sedimentation process was modeled and
compared to both theory and experimental work with good agreement found. Tullanox
has been used in the present study and similar results have been found as will be
discussed in the Results section.
F1l1idhatioll ofFille Particles witll Mec/lQllical Vibratioll
A great amount of research has looked into the addition of a mechanical force on
a fluidized bed for an assortment of purposes. These vibrations arc created through
various system designs with some imparted to the bed in a vertical motion and others
horizontally. Bubble size. speed and frequency along with lluidization quality have been
explored for varying \'ibration amplitudes. frequencies. energies. and directions.
Fraas [17] describes several types of motions for the vibration of lluidized beds
including linear. whirling. oscillatory. pitching. and rocking. :\ list of design variables
for vibrating lluidized beds is also gi\Cn to explain the complexity il1\'ol\Cd in analyzing
and designing induQrial sized pwtotypes. Fraas has mentil1ned. howe\Cr. the potential
for significant savings in resources hy intwducing \il'ralil1n inll1 a tluidized hed including
a possible reduction in power by a factor of 10, attrition rate by a factor of 100, and
elutriation rate by a factor of 10,000. This is mostly due to the lowering of the air
velocity, and thus fan power, needed to fluidize the particles.
One of the motion types often employed is a simple vertical vibration. Eccles and
Mujumdar [18] studied the effects of this type of vibration on bubbling within a bed.
Frequencies up to 25 Hz and maximum amplitudes of 4 mm vibrated three groups of
particles of sizes 27, 360, and 1400 11m. A video camera and VCR was used to record
and view the bubbling process while manually counting and measuring bubble frequency,
velocity, and size. It was determined that, with vibration, bubble frequcncies and rise
vclocitics decreased up to 75 % of the value without vibration. Howevcr, bubble size
incrcased a maximum of 215% when the vibration was added.
Mawatari, et al. [19] also used a vertical vibration with Group A and C particles,
but were concemed more with minimum fluidization velocity than with bubbling. To
develop an equation for Umf. the Ergun equation [20] was used for prcssure drop in a
fixcd bed
(4.1 )
The following equation balances the forces within the bed during full bed fluidization:
!1P
- = (I-l:)(/ -".)~L r I.
(4.2)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. Combining Equations 4.1 and 4.2 for
mmlInum fluidization conditions, Mawatari, et al. use the following equation to
detennine Umf:
(1-& )2 /J11 1-& P li 2
150 mf" IIIf +1.75---!!!L~=(1-&)( _ )
3 ,1,2 d2 3,1,d mf Pp Pf g
emf r p emf r p (4.3)
Values for void fraction (Emr) were detennined experimentally. The shape factor (<jl) was
established by comparing the experimental and calculated results for Urnf without
vibration, which resulted in a value of 0.84 for all cases.
Mawatari, et 01. found good agreement in experimental and calculated values for
Umf for Group A particles, but because of agglomerates fonned, the Group C (6 /-un)
particle comparisons were significantly off. It was concluded that the agglomerate size
must be used rather than the individual particle size. It was also shown that in
comparison to other tcsts by Iwadatc and Horio [21] which had mcasured agglomcrates
diameters. dJ = 100 pm. increased vibration strength led to much smaller agglomerate
sizes as seen in Figure 4.1 [19].
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Figure -t.t "~glomerate diameters decreased as vibration stren~th increased.
Mawatari. 1.'1 al. had no trouble fluidizing larger particles (dp=60. lOa pm) without
vibration but needed it for the fine Group C particles.
Pure horizontal vibration has also been used to help fluidize Group C particles.
Wang. 1.'1 al. [22] deyeloped a model bz.sed on force balances in a low pressure yibro-
fluidized bed of Group C Boron Nitride (BN) particles of dp = 5 - 11 ~1I11. Eccentric
weights on three \'ibro-motors mounted on springs produced the horizontal motion on the
bed. The \'ibration helped to create better fluidization at lower ye]()(ities and smaller
agglomcrate sizcs. The model creates an equation for Uc',f as a fl.lIKtion ()f \·ibration.
cohesion. gr,nity. and drag for(es and is in gOl)d agreement with experimental work [22.
24].
,..,
...~
Comparison of Vertical and Horizontal Vibrations
Mawatari, et al. [25] perfomled a comparison of different types of vibrational
modes, twist, vertical, and horizontal, to determine the effects of each on fluidized beds
of fine particles. Group A and C particles were tested based on vibration strength, Umf,
void fraction, and flow patterns. It was found that Group A particles were not greatly
affected by vibration and could be fluidized without vibration. The Group C particles
were exposed to the three vibrational modes and it was found that the horizontal vibration
helped lower Umf and calculated agglomerate size. With the addition of vertical vibration
and twist, the channels within the bed did not seem to break down as quickly, causing a
lesser effect on fluidization. The horizontal vibration, however, since it is nonnal to the
vertical channels produced in the bed, tended to shear them causing a greater effect on
Ul11 f and channel breakage. It was concluded that vibration. in general. is important in
aiding in fluidization and agglomerate breakage. but that horizontal vibration caused the
greatest effect.
Complcx Vibrational.Hodcs
Scvcral studies havc combincd horizontal and vcrtical vibrations. creating a
complcx \'ibration mode [24. 26. 27. 2~]. ~fori. cf al. [24] postul3tcd that \crtical
vibratitl n creatcs an air gap bctween the material and the distributor allowing air to 110w
thwugh channels. and hNiz(lntal vibration. tl n the other hand. creates a sItl \\' ftl tatitl n
within the bed with a majority of the fluidizing air passing through an air gap created
between the bed wall and particles. Instead, Mori, et al. positioned the vibro-motors at an
angle of n/4 radians to the horizontal as seen in Figure 4.2 [24]. Mori, et al. indicate that
this angle optimally destroys channels and creates a smoother fluidization than any of the
single vibration modes.
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Fi~urc 4.2 '"ihro-motor is positioned at ;t!4 radians to the horilOntal to optimall~ eliminate channels.
~Iawatari. d 01. [19] mcd a similar expcrimcntal sctup with thc CHlss\\isc sClling
JJ
not provide any specific relationship between the fluidity of the particles and rotation
behavior. Mawatari also pointed out that the variables of vibration, the amplitude (A)
and frequency (f), do not independently cause an effect on fluidization. Instead, the
combincd vibration strength (A), a function of both amplitude and frequency, dictates the
resulting channel brcakage and Umf decrease. In other words, the individual values of A
and!are lcss important than the overall value of A.
Wang, et al. [28] studied the propagation of a wave through a vibro-fluidizcd bed
by using cross-mounted motors to produce a resultant vibration at an angle of n/4 radians
to the horizontal. It was mentioned that vibration could help to shear large bubbles into
smaller ones, causing better contact betwcen the fluidizing gas and particlcs.
It should be mcntioned that the setup of thc complex vibration at n/4 radians is
similar to cxperiments perfonned in the current study. The horizontal vibration is
coupled with the acoustics in the vertical vibration producing a resultant force at an
angle. It will be shown that the combination of the vcrtical and horizontal forces docs. in
fact. create better fluidization quality for ultra fine particles.
Illtl!rllo/mcclwllis11Is
Though not utilized in this study. several researchers have ill\'estigated the usc of
intemals to help tluidization [30. 31. 32. 33]. figure·U [30] shows :1I1 e,perimental
setup of one of these systems. :\ ball vibrator is mounted to a plate that has a threaded
rod protmding into the bed. ;\s the outer pbte shakes. the \ibratipn is transmitted into
the depths of the bcd. bre.lking up channels and aggll1 l11erates. The 3lhant,lfe l,f such a
system is that the vibration can make its way through the entire bed much easier than
when there is an external excitation. However, the problems include contamination of
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Figure 4.3 Internal mechanisms can he used 10 deliver \ibrations to articles within the bed.
the bed by the rods. corrosion of the rods by any harsh materials elimination of bed
bubbling.
F/uidi:.atioll of Fil/e Particle.\' lI'it" Acoustic J'ihratioll
Less frequently applied. hut just as eITecti\'C. is the usc acoustic \'ihration to aid in
fine particle lluidilation, Acoustic \'ibration has no internals and can be used to break up
all tyres of particles [34]. Chirone and Russo [.~:'l dc\'cl(1ped a particle Ilwdel based on
Figure 4.4 [34] shows a description of this model with the spring force explaining the
elasticity between the cluster and subcluster. Once the external forces on the
agglomerates with the acoustic field surpass the van der Waals forces (interparticle
forces), they will split from each other [36]. This splitting helps the particles to mix and
flow better, creating better fluidization.
(b)
'......---Dc---'
lUg !usin(2r.fl)
Fi~ure.$.4 Fine particle a~~I(lmeratescan he thoul:ht of as ha\ in~ an clastic f(lrce holdin:: them to::cther.
Russo, et af. [34] used this theory to test the effect of frequency on such a system.
It was found that 0.5 - 45 ,"un particles, which could not be fluidized without acoustic
vibration, could be fluidized with certain combinations of bed weight, frequency, and
sound pressure level. Specifically, frequencies ranging from I 10 to 140 Hz, a SPL of 140
dB, and bed weight up to 3 kg were found to have favorable results. Experiments were
perfonned with and without a sand jacket around the bed to help keep attenuation at a
minimum. However, no major effect of the sand jacket was found and it was not used for
most of the remaining study.
Levy, el af. [37], Herrera and Levy [38], and Herrera (I I] studied the effects of
acoustic vibration on bubbling characteristics. Levy et af. used a loudspeaker at the top
of the bed to impart acoustic pressure to 40 pm particles of a batch bed in a similar setup
as in the current study. It was found that minimum bubbling and fluidization velocities
decreased with an increase in SPL. Furthermore, there was a critical change to the bed's
bubbling characteristics at 120 dB. Herrera and Levy found similar results as Levy ('I al.
and extended the experimentation to the study of smaller particles and initial bubble size
and frequency. It was found that bubbling also affected particles of diamcters in the lO-
15 pm range. Also. bubble size tcndcd to incrcase with increasing SPL with bubble
frcqucncy incrcasing lincarly with cxccss gas vclocity.
Iluang [12] also invcstigatcd thc cffcct of sound prcssure levcl on bubbling within
a lluidi7cd bcd. It was furthcr discovcrcd that thc a\"crage hcat transfcr coctlicicnt within
a bcd increascd as excess air velocity increascd at a constant sound pressure level. :\lso.
increasing the SPL leads to an increased heat transfer rate fllr fine particles. :\ racket
renewal model was developed that linked the heat transfer coefficient to gas film
thickness.
The preceding discussion of other experimental work for both mechanical and acoustic
vibration should help to give a background into similar studies perfonned. The next
chapter will describe the experimental design and setup of the current work followed by a
thorough investigation into its results and implications.
CHAPTER 5
Experimental Design and Instrumentation
The previous chapters discussed the background of fluidization and vibrations.
Governing equations were explored and the theory was explained. In the last chapter, a
literature review was presented outlining much of the experimental and theoretical work
perfonned in fluidization with vibrations. This chapter will look into the experimental
design and setup of this study along with a review of the instrumentation used. This will
lead directly into the data and results of this work to be seen in the subsequent chapter.
Experimental Design
F/uidi:::ed hed
The fluidized bed used in this study can be seen in Figure 5.1 [39] Section I is the
plenum. the area into which the air enters the bottom of the bcd, and is made of 316 type
stainless steel. A hole is drilled at the bottom center with a hose leading to it from the
compressor. The 6"' high plenum leads to the distributor made of sintered glass. The
distributor is of an II-pm porous plate typc as was discusscd in Chaptcr 5 and is suitable
for low bed wcights and air flow ratcs. The distributor is clamped bctwecn two gaskcts
to keep it ti\ed and pre\cnt air leakage. Sectit111 II in the tigure is abt1 stainless steel and
is a 9" high area intt1 which the r.1r1icles are r1.1Ced.
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Instrument ports are drilled into the bed to allow for pressure taps, fiber optic probes, or
temperature readings. Sections I and II are fixed to an outer structure.
Sections III and IV, the colunm of the bed, are made of Plexiglas to allow for
extemal viewing of fluidization and bubbling. Section III is 16" high and section IV is
20". The column is connected to Section II by use of standard C-clamps. The speaker at
the top of the bed is used to impart the acoustic vibrations onto the particles.
Vibration Design Possibilities
With the dimensions and approximate weight of the fluidized bed known, a
system to create a horizontal vibration needed to be designed. The system needed to be
relatively low cost and allow for controllable and measurable vibration frequency and
amplitude.
The first idea was to usc a standard shaker table attached to the bottom of the bed.
The bed would be fixed rigidly to thc table and each would vibrate at the same frequency.
This design would be extremely simple to implement and control of the vibration strength
would be straightforward. Ilowevcr. no there were no available shaker tables and a
suitable one would be on the order of se\'er31 thousand dollars,
The next design was to me 3 vibro-motor. similJr to \fori ct 01. [24] 3S seen in the
Lifaof/lrc RlTic\I' chapter. Figure 5.2. The motor would he positioned parallel to the
ground. creating purely horizontal Illotion, The bed would be on tr3cks to isolate the
llloti(ln and to allow free oscillations. :\lhantages of this design include the ability t(l
reposition the motor at various angles if such experimental work was desired. A piston
vibrator, controlled through the use of compressed air, could be substituted for the motor.
Two other options were also considered including using a variable speed motor
with a circular wheel attached to the end of the shaft. A rod between the wheel and the
bed would be fixed rigidly, and the entire bed would sit upon tracks. As the motor and
wheel turned, the rod would push and pull the bed, creating a sinusoidal vibration. The
distance between the rod's fixed end on the wheel and the wheel's center would control
the amplitude and the frequency would be controlled by the rotational speed of the motor.
The last option is very similar to the previous one. However, instead of attaching
a large circular wheel to the motor's shaft, a cam and follower arrangement would be
used. An eccentric cam would be fixed to the end of the shaft and a follower would
protrude from the bed. The bed would be on a track system to isolate the horizontal
motion. As the cam's center rotated in its elliptical orbit, the length of the major axis
would detennine the amplitude and the rotational speed of the motor would establish the
frequency. Springs would pull the follower back onto the cam creating horizontal
vibration. This was the final design that was decided upon as there was concern with the
stress created on the circular wheel and the bed by the fixed rod. This design created
controllable frequency and amplitude at a low cost and W;iS perfect for the application.
Specifics ofthe Final Design
A three-dimensional depiction of the final design can be ~een in Figure 5.2. The
bed re~ts on a platfimn that rides on a linear track. :\ttached to t1 ne of the instrument
pt1rls is a threaded rt1d that protrudes from the bed l'ehlw the diQributt1r. :\t the end t1 f
I
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Fi~ure 5.2 Fluidized hed and \ihration system used in the current study.
the rod, a PVC pipe fitting is attached as the follower. The bed's platfonn is held close to
the motor's platfoml by way of coil tension springs. On the right side of Figure 5.2 is the
motor and the controller with rotational speed adjustment. A shaft coupler is attached to
the motor's keyed shaft using threaded pins. The eccentric cam is also attached using
bolts that extend from the outer side into the face of the coupler. The cam has several
different holes radiating from the center so that the amplitude of the vibration can be
adjusted. The farther that the distance from the shaft to the cam's center is, the larger the
amplitude will be. Worki"g Model was used as a design tool to help ensure that the
actual motion of the vibration will follow the desired path with the required velocity and
acceleration profiles.
I "slrume"Ialio"
Within this study. many different types of instrumentation, for various purposes.
are used. This section will give a list of them and describe their speci fications.
As can be seen in Figure 5.3 [12]. the air flow enters from a Ingersoll-Rand
compressor and passes through the piping connected to three rotamcters. each handling a
different range of flow ratcs. The globe valvcs can cut off thc air supply to each
rotamctcr. limiting the flow through only one. Thc nccdlc \'alw aftcr thc rotamctcrs
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Figurc 5.3 Fluidilcd bcd air now and acoustic instrumcntation diagram.
controls the actual air flow rate and can be precisely adjusted. The three rotameters used
are a Dwyer (maximum flow rate of 100 SCFH and 2 SCFH resolution), an S&K Co.
(maximum flow rate of 22 SCFH and 0.8 SCFH resolution), and a Cole and Panner
(maximum flow rate of 4.90 SCFH and 0.098 SCFH resolution). The pressure drop
through the bed is measured by a Dwyer inclined micro-manometer measuring ~P in
inches of H20 with a 0.01" resolution.
The acoustic system is composed of a receiver, signal generator, loudspeaker,
microphone, and sound meter. The receiver is a Kenwood Model KR-A5070 and is used
to produce the acoustic power. The sound is controlled to a single frequency by a digital
signal generator, the Bruel & Kjxr Precision Model 3011 B with a frequcncy generation
control from 1 Hz to 1 MHz. The loudspeaker used is an 8" diameter Eminence Beta
woofer with a maximum RMS power of 225. Thc Bruel & Kja:r t-.lodcl 4133 microphone
had a frequency rangc from 2.6 Hz to 140 kllz and was connccted to the Bruel & Kja~r
Model 2609 sound mctcr. The sound mctcr had a frcquency rangc from 20 liz to 20 kllz
and was capablc of mcasuring a maximum sound prcssurc Icvcl of 170 dB. Thc
microphonc is covcrcd by filtcr papcr to prohibit the finc particlcs in thc bcd from
hanning thc vibrating mcmbranc. It was calibratcd by way of a Brucl & Kja~r
microphonc calibrator which crcatcd a 120 dB tOile within its casing. Thc microphonc.
hooked up to thc sound meter. was insertcd into thc c3sing 31ld the sound meter could bc
adjusted to thc proper SPL. 3ccordingly.
The mech3nic31 vibration system was powered by a 1 liP, IOV D.C. Baldor
~Iotor with a maximum rot3tional speed of ~oo R.P.~1. To measure the \ibr,llit'n
frequcncy. a fibcr t'ptic pwl'e was used. The system is sl1l'wn in Fi);ure ~.4 [II]. Tm'
Doptical fibers are connected inside a metal probe and separated by I mm. The fibers are
connected to a light source with a light emitting diode (LED) which, in tum, is connected
to a signal-processing unit and a voltage signal amplifier. The signal-processing unit
receives an analog signal from the optical fibers, and transmits it to an analog to digital
converter (ADC) to analyze it. The ADC is a National Instruments card Model AT-M I0-
16E-2 with a 5 Volt range, l2-bit resolution, and a ± 2.4 ~V uncertainty. The computer
housing the ADC was equipped with a graphical program allowing for rcal-timc signal
vicwing and data rccording.
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Figure 5.4 Fiber optic probe system \\as adapted to measure, ibration frequency.
With an under~tanding of the design of the experiment and the instrumentation required
and used in the ~tudy. a description of how the experiments were perfonlled is necessary.
The next chapter will expI3in the experimental procedures used throughout the study.
:\1(lng with this. the n~sults will be explored and analYled. This will lead tl1 the
CHAPTER 6
Experimental Procedures and Results
The preceding chapters explained the background needed to understand vibrations and
fluidization along with previous work perfonned on similar applications. The last
chapter clarified the experimcntal design and the other design options. The
instrumcntation spccifications and rclevance was also describcd. This chapter will
discuss the various expcrimcntal proccdurcs used in thc study and an analysis of the data
obtained from the research.
Experimemal Procedures
Umf Determination
The first procedure that should be established is how the minimum fluidization
yelocity will be detennined in this study. :\s was explained in Chapter 6. there arc
seyeral ways to detennine Ur.~f and several properties that arc associated with fluidization
in a bed. For initial analysis. the pressure drop and bed expansion mcasurements will be
taken and compared to arriye at a yaluc.
Ihme\cr. bccamc of thc dc\iatil1n fn1J11 ideally sizcd particles. thc graphs
,1ss\1ci,1tcd with prcssurc dn1p and bed c\p.1I1sion might 11l1t fit an idcal CUf\C. "'ith this
in mind, other qualitative characteristics will be observed to help justify the value chosen
for Umf. One main consideration will be the bed surface roughness: whether the free
surface of the bed is smooth or if it contains bumps caused by channeling or spouting.
The presence of a non-smooth surface indicates a low quality fluidization, often with
poor mixing. Lack of "sloshing" as the bed is vibrated horizontally can also be evidence
of a non-fluidized state. An incandescent light bulb on the side of the bed aids in
brightening the surface through the Plexiglas cylinder so that visual observations can be
made.
The pressure drop used to detennine Ulllf is that between the layer of material just
above the distributor and the atmosphere. This does not take into consideration the
pressure drop through the distributor and is concemed solely with the characteristics of
the bed material.
.\fcchanica! Frcquc/l(:r and Amplitudc ,\fcasurcmcnts
The frequency and amplitude of the mechanical vibrations are the only two values
needed to assess vibration strength. As such. it is important to quantify these accurately
and detennine a reliable procedure for each test.
The vibration frcquency is dcfined as thc number of timcs per second the bed
vibrates back and forth. In this experimcnt. sincc it can also he dcduced by thc RP~I of
the motor. thcrc wcrc se\"cral options of how to accurately detcnninc it.
:\ fihcr optic technology had heen devcloped by others in the Fluidizcd Bed
Laborat(l~' to measure hlhhling within the bed. Though not used (lften in this study fN
I
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that purpose, the fiber optic system was adapted for the measurement of horizontal
frequency. To do this, the optical probe was mounted and secured on the bed so that it
followed the same path as the vibration. Fixed to the bed's immobile support structure,
was a very thin metal bar, positioned so that the probe would pass it during each
vibration. Each time the probe passed the metal bar, the beam of light hit the bar and was
reOected back sending a signal to the signal-processing unit. This created a graph of
voltage spikes corresponding to the times when the probe produced a signal. The x-axis
in Figure 6.1 displays the time in milliseconds while the y-axis shows the voltage. It can
also be seen that periodic signal peaks were produced. In one cycle, a signal would be
produced as the light hits the metal bar, passes thc bar, and thcn rctums. In Figure 6.1,
thc arrangemcnts of the voltage signals indicatc that in thc "groupcd spikes" (A to B or C
to D), thc probe did not go complctcly past thc mctal bar. Thc distancc bctwecn thc
peaks of the grouped spikes indicatcs the timc when thc probc went past thc rod and then
cycled back. Thc cntire cycle would be the distance. or time. bctween two symmctric
peaks. i.e. the time between A and C (or the time between B and D).
Once the time is known. the frequency can bc detennined. For Figure 6. I. the
timc between peaks A and C is (265-131) = 134 ms or 0.134 seconds. So. the vibration
was occurring at a rate of I cycle in 0.134 seconds. or 1,0.134 liz = 7.46 liz. Since the
motor had a variable speed contro\. each setting of the controller (from I to 10) was
tested. The corresponding frequency for each motor setting was detennined and
recorded. This was perfonned se\eraltimes to \erify the accuracy of the procedure and
e\cellent repeatability was found. The frequency produced by each motor setting was
als(1 checked b\ 111,1I1ualh' counting the cycles at \ery low H1tati(1nal \eh1cities and
comparing the calculated frequency with the results from the fiber optic probe at that
motor setting. A maximum error of 1.7 % resulted and the results from the fiber optic
probe were deemed accurate. During the experiments, these whole number settings were
used for the speed of the motor and later converted to frequency to save time during the
tests.
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Figure 6.1 Symmetric \oltage peaks through are produced from fiher optic prohe measurements.
The other \Oalue needed to detennine thc \Oibration strength was the amplitude. To
quantifY this. two manual procedures were used and comp3red. The first was to usc the
eccentricity of thc C3m to caIcubtc how f;1r thc bed W3S bcing pushcd for e3ch rc\olutiono
By mC3suring thc distance between the two mounting holes and the center l)f thc cam. the
eccentricity can be ca1cu13tedo In Figure «~. the dimcmil)ns fwm tWl) nwunting lw!cs ll)
the cam's actual center can be seen. The new center based on these dimensions, would
be calculated by adding 0.8 mm and 1.8 mm, and dividing by 2 to get 1.3 mm. The new
center would be 1.3 mm from either mounting hole, or 0.5 mm from the center. As the
cam turns eccentrically, this would create a total movement, or amplitude, of 1.0 mm.
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Figure 6.2 Cam is eccentrirall~' mounted to shaft through off-centered mounting hol('s.
For compari~(1n. 3nd to cn~ure proper re~ult~. another manual procedure wa~ lI~ed
to calculate the amplitude. :\ fine tipped pen wa~ n1l1unted ~ccurely tf) the l'ed with a pad
of paper behind it fixed to the outer frame. As the table was vibrated, the pen traced its
path and measuring this distance gave an amplitude value. Comparing the two
procedures gave very similar results (within about 5% maximum difference) and both the
eccentricity measurements along with the pen measurements were used for each test.
Sound Pressure Measurements
With the mechanical vibration measurement procedure explained, the next step is
to explain the procedure to usc acoustics in a fluidized bed. The speaker was placed
directly above the opening of the cylinder. It was found that leaving a slight space,
around I cm, between the speaker and the top of the cylinder results in better sound
transmission to the bed. The microphone was placed in the bed and lowered all the way
to the distributor. This way, the sound pressure level at the bOllom of the bed at the
distributor (SPL,,) was measured rather than that at an arbitrary location in the bed or at
the free surface (SPLf,). Figure 6.3 [II] shows the reasoning for using SPL" throughout
the experimentation. [t shows that the sound prcssure Icvcl at thc distributor is a uniquc
acoustic condition. For a fixed SPL,,, the sound pallcm is the same and is indcpcndcnt of
bcd hcight and free surface. By using SPL,) in this research. there is an assurance that
each cxperiment will be comparing the same values.
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Figure 6.3 For a fixed SPLo, acoustic wan patterns are similar and independent of bed conditions.
To usc the Briiel 8.: Kja~r sound meter, the microphone is plugged into it and a
reading is taken. The actual Decibelle\'eJ is the addition of three \'alues as seen in Figure
6.4: the Sound Le\'el at the top. the Initial Amplification on the lower left. and the
Decibel Range on the bottom. The Initial Amplification can be adjusted to "0" for \'ery
small sound pressure lewIs or to "60" for those higher than this. The Decibel Range has
buttons from 20 to 70 and should be adjusted so that the Sound LC\el is close to the
maximum range where the scale is most precise. The summation of each of these \'alues
results in the measured sound pressure IcYCI in dB.
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Figure 6.4 Briid & t\jxr sound mctu shows an srI. output equal to thc addition
of the Sound Lenl. the Initial Amplification. and the Decihcl Range \aluc.
Figure 6.4 Briel & Kj=er sound meter shows an SPL output equal to the addition
ofthe Sound Level. the Initial Amplification, and the Decibel Range value.
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Standard Fluidization Test Procedure
A standard procedure for a fluidization test should also be described. The bed is
filled with a measured mass of material and the air is turned on to a flow rate around Umf.
The acoustics and horizontal vibration are applied at a level near the actual test values.
The air and vibrations should then be suddenly shut off to record the initial bed height, hi.
As these tests are usually perfonned with one person, the vibrations should be shut off
first followed by the fluidization air in order to avoid further compacting of the material.
The air and vibrations should then be reapplied to the bed at applicable levels for
the current experiment. Tests have been perfonned with only horizontal vibration, only
acoustic vibration, a combination of the two, and with no vibration. Certain tests were
perfonned by keeping a constant SPLo and varying the acoustic vibration, by keeping
both vibration values constant and varying the air flow rate, or with other combinations.
When varying the air flow rate, it should start at a value higher than Umf and then be
decreased slowly. As was previously discussed. di fferent curves are obtained from
increasing and decreasing air velocities. As the air is increased from an initially packed
state. the bed is in a difTerent. more compact state and the particles tend to fonn more
channels. With a decreasing air velocity. the bed has already transfonned away from a
packed. channeling bed. and can more readily tluidize. This \alue is important as it
denotes a truer fluidization velocity. independent of initial packing considerations.
The values of air tlow rate and pressurc. pressurc drop through the bcd. SPL.
Iwrizontal frequency and amplitude. hed height. and hcd characteristics wcrc rcct1rded at
cach stage of the teqing. :\Iso. as was dcscrihed ah1\c. the ;lppropriatc measurements
for vibration amplitude and frequency, along with sound pressure level were noted. The
next section will show the application of these procedures and the results of acoustic and
mechanical vibrations on the fine particles of a Ouidized bed.
Experimental Results
This study dealt with five different types of particles ranging in size from 12 nm
to 15 Ilm. Table 6.1 lists the particles and their characteristics. Listed arc the particle's
mean diameter (dsv), the particle density (pp), and the density of particles in a near
Ouidized state within the bed (PbcJ). The bed density at a fluidized state is used for the
acoustic analysis, as this is the state through which the acoustic wave must travel. For
each particle, initial baseline Ouidization tcsts wcrc pcrfonncd. to determine if the
particlcs could Ouidizc without vibration. Once this was cstablished, thc bed was
subjccted to mcchanical and acoustic vibrations. scparatcly. to sce its effcct on
Ouidization. Finally. both vibration typcs wcrc combincd and impartcd to thc bcd
simultancously. and thc Ouidization rcsults wcre takcn. This scction will describe thc
results of each of thc fivc particles scparately. so as to allow discussion for particle
behavior and distincti\·eness.
Table 6.1 Particle characteristics for each particle used in the current study.
Bed Material dsv (~m) Pp (kg/m3) Pbed (kglm3)
Aerosil 0.012 2152 119.7
Tullanox 0.200 2220 214.3
Talc 15.3 2755 1761.8
BW Fly Ash 8.1 2283 2800
Alumina Powder 1.9 3950 5148.5
Air N/A 1.205 1.205
Aerosil
Aerosil 200 \V is a hydrophilic fumed silicon dioxide matcrial with a mean
primary particle sizc (dsd of 12 nm and a size distribution as secn in Figure 6.5. It has a
surfacc arca of 200 ±25 m~/g and a bed bulk density at Umf (Pl>.:d) of 119.7 kg/mJ . This
particlc appcars as a flufTy. white powder and is uscd as a thickening agent. to impro\'c
the suspcnsion bchavior of solids in liquid mixturcs. to improvc the flow in printing
toncrs. and to produce high quality glass [40].
Fi~ure 6.5 Particle size distribution for Aerosil(401.
Acrosil naturally fonns agglomcratcs as its surfacc arca and intcrparticlc forccs arc quitc
largc. This matcrial docs not fluidizc as individual particlcs, but rathcr as agglomcratcs.
Howcvcr. with an addition of vibration, somc of thc agglomcratcs tcndcd to brcak and thc
particles bccamc airbomc quickly. Figurc 6.6 shows thc basclinc fluidization tcsts for
Acrosil. It shows that relativcly largc fluidization vclocitics werc rcquired for
fluidization of the matcrial. Onc rcason for this is that. though somc smallcr
agglomcratcs wcrc fluidizcd at lowcr \'clocitics. largcr oncs still rcmaincd ncar thc
bottom of thc bcd. unfluidizcd. Ilowcvcr. oncc U, was incrcascd. largcr agglomcratcs
wcrc cithcr fluidizcd or wcrc brokcn by thc upward air flow and fluidizcd as smallcr
oncs. At 5.2 ems. thcrc wcrc vcry high clutriation ratcs. mostly of the vcry small
agglomeratcs that wcrc ncar thc top of the bed. With thcse results. it would bc likely th3t
3n 3ddition of a \ibration would h3ve a simibr ctTeet of breaking up the agglomerates
and dccreasing L'-·f.
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Figure 6.(, Baseline testing of Aerosil \\i1houtthe addition ohibrations.
1I0rizontal \"ibration was then added to the bed and its particles and the pressure
drop cur\"cs can be seen in Figure 6.7. The associated Umf ,·alues from the curws are in
Figure 6.1' for clarity. The pressure drop cur\"e also shows a test perfonned with the
addition of an acoustic \"ibration. This test produced the lowcst Umf and most standard
tluidization pressure drop curye gi\"ing a good initial indication th3t the combin3tion of
Jcoustics and Iwrizontal yihration would lead to Cl,·orablc tluidization results.
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Figure 6.8 Acceleration due to :\lechanical \ihration \s r mf for Aerosil.
It can be seen that mechanical vibrations do, in fact, cause a decrease in Umf from
5.00 cm/s at very low acceleration to 3.69 cm/s at about I G. The initial testing of the
acoustic vibrations was then perfonned to see if there were similar results. Figure 6.9
shows the results of the acoustic vibration on the bed. As an initial test, it showed that
increasing the SPL caused a decrease in Umf. Table 6.2 shows the values of Umf for the
acoustic and for the horizontal vibration tests.
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Table 6.2 Listing of UrnC results for varying Mechanical and Acoustic vibrations.
Acoustic Mechanical
Test Acceleration Acceleration Urnf (cm/s)
(G's) (G's)
- -
Baseline 0 0 5.42
Mechanical 1 0 0.963 3.69
Mechanical 5 0 0.857 3.74
Mechanical 2 0 0.615 4.21
Mechanical 6 0 0.591 4.40
Mechanical 7 0 0.314 4.74
Mechanical 3 0 0.236 4.78
Mechanical 4 0 0.027 5.00
Acoustic 1: 4.045 0 3.59
Acoustic 2: 10.162 0 2.37
Mech. & Acous. 16.105 0.48 1.69
Tests were then perfonned to further explore the effects of combining the acoustic
and horizontal vibrations. Several tests were systematically perfonned at five different
sound pressure levels. each at six horizontal vibration levels. The tests started at a high
SPL of 148 dB and the highest mechanical vibration. The SPL was held constant as the
mechanical vibration was decreased from the motor"s maximum speed to lero. Figure
6.10 shows the results of Umf for these experiments. The test perfonned at 70 dB was
done so without the addition of acoustic acceleration: 70 dB was recorded as the SPL of
the room.
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Figure 6.10 Graph of Vibration Strength \'S. Urn! for Aerosil at varying sound pressure lenls.
It can be seen that there is a general decrease in Umf value for an increase in either
SPL or horizontal vibration strength. Although, there are se\'Cral trends which should be
noted. For this powder. the range in G-forces of the acoustics is much higher than that of
the mechanical vibration. Given this. the results show that the acoustic vibration had a
greater effect on the fluidization \elocity than that of the horizontal vibration. As the
acoustics were varied frol11 134 to 10lS dB. the minimul11 tluidization n~locity decreased
from about 3.5 to 1.25 CI11'S at maximul11 horizontal accelerations. On the other hand.
U"f decreased a maximum of tl nly 0.7 cm s as the mechanical vibrations were varied at a
fixed SPL. The low bulk density of the :\cwsil and the relatively large acceleration fwm
the acoustic pressure wave is a likely cause of the greater effectiveness of acoustics with
Aerosil.
Another way to look at these results would be to graph the acceleration due to the
mechanical vibration versus that due to the acoustic vibration at constant Umfvalues. To
do this, lines of constant Umf are chosen, as seen in Figure 6.11. The intersection of the
vertical line at a constant Umf value with the curves produce data points at given
mechanical and acoustic acceleration levels. Figure 6.12 shows the results of this data
interpretation. It can be seen that certain boundaries are produced based on acceleration
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Figure 6.11 \'erticallines represent constant l'"" ,alues to he used to plot 'Iechanieal \S. Acoustic
\'ihrations at constant minimum nuidilation conditions.
levels. At lower vibration levels (to the left of the graph), higher values of Urnf are
reached; as the vibration strength increases, Urnf decreases. This type of graph can be
used to interpolate vibration strengths needed to fluidize Aerosil at a certain gas velocity.
This can be important when designing a system where there are gas flow rate limits in
order to detennine the mechanical and acoustic vibrations needed for minimum
fluidization.
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A comparison of SPL to acoustic vibration acceleration can be seen in Figure
6.13. This extremely high acceleration is the highest among all of the particles tested
because of its low bulk density. The relation between bulk density and acoustic
acceleration will be explained at the conclusion of this chapter. It was also noted that
there was very limited bubbling in any stage of fluidization with the Aerosil particles,
with very small ones occurring at a very low frequency.
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Figure 6.13 This graph sho\\s the increase of acoustic acceleration \\ith increased SrL
As discussed in Chapter 2, vibration strength also affects agglomerate size. Using
Equation 2.11 :
(2.11 )
with pa = Pr( I-Erne), agglomerate diameters can be detemlined for Aerosil at varying
vibration strengths. Using thc expcrimcntally detennined values for hrnF17.0 cm and
msol=0.1528 kg, Emf is calculated to be 0.977. At minimum fluidization, bed expansion
was relatively constant for all combinations of mechanical and acoustic vibration
strengths, so the same valuc for Lmf was used for each test. The particle density for
Aerosil is 2152 kg/m3 which equates to pa = Pr(1-Lrne) = 49.50 kg/n{ This also remains
constant throughout the tests for Aerosil, as the voidage and particle density are both
constant. Using these values, along with the viscosity of air = 1.73 x 10.5 and g = 9.81
m/s2, the agglomerate diameter can be calculated. Figure 6.14 shows a graph of particle
diameter \'s. mechanical vibration strength for constant acoustic vibration strengths and
Table 6.3 lists the calculated values for Aerosil.
It can be seen that there is a decrease in agglomerate size when the \'ibration
strength is increased. At its maximum. the vibration decreases the agglomerate size by
roughly 50 0 O.
Table 6.3 Calculated values of Agglomerate Size (d.) for AerosiI.
Acoust Ace Mech Ace
SPL (GiS) (GiS) Emf U Pa Pf da (m) da (urn)
148 20.275 0.000 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00044 437.01
148 20.275 0.064 0.977 I.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00043 426.10
148 20.275 0.233 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00042 418.14
148 20.275 0.621 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00040 403.40
148 20.275 0.948 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00040 396.68
148 20.275 1.323 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00038 384.63
146 16.105 0.000 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00052 518.64
146 16.105 0.064 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00051 506.83
146 16.105 0.233 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00048 483.75
146 16.105 0.621 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00048 476.75
146 16.105 0.948 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00043 426.10
146 16.105 1.323 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00040 400.06
142 10.162 0.000 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00055 546.42
142 10.162 0.064 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00053 532.71
142 10.162 0.233 I 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00053 527.63
142 10.162 0.621 10.977 1.73E-05 49.496 I 1.229 0.00050 504.17
142 10.162 0.948 10.977 1.73E-05 49.496 I 1.229 0.00048 480.96
142 10.162 1.323 10.977 1.73E-05 49.496 1.229 0.00047 469.65
139 7.194 0.000 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 I 1.229 0.()O056 564.58
f--139 -1 7.194 0.064 1 0.977 1.73E-05 49.496 I 1.229 0.00056 557.38
139 7.19·t 0.233 10.977 1.73E-05 49.496 i 1.229 • 0.00055 547.65
I 139 7.194 0.621 10.977 1.73E-05 49.496 I 1.229 1 0.00053 525.08I
I 139 7.194 0.948 lO.977 1.73E-05 49.496 I 1.229 0.00052 518.64
i 139 7.194 1.323 I 0.97711.73E-05 49.496 11.229 0.00051 510.80I
I 1'4 4.045 0.000 I 0.977 T1.73E-05 49.496 ! 1.229 0.00069 694.86
I 134 I 4.045 0.064 10.977 J.i3E-05 49.496 i 1.229 0.00068 684.13
i 134 4.045 0.233 I 0.977 I J.i3E-05 49.496 i 1.229 I 0.00066 663.17
134 4.045 I 0.621 i 0.977 J.i31'-05 49.496 ! 1.229 I 0.00065 646.74
134 4.045 I 0.948 I 0.977 1.73E-05 49.49(, ' 1.229 I 0.00064 637.31
134 I 4.045 I 1.323 ! O.9n I J.i3E-05 I 49.496 • 1.229 I O.0006.~ I 62~U,1
!
~1
Aerosil • Agglomerate Size vs. Mechanical Vibration Strength
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Til 11111 lOX
Tullanox is a fumed silica particle. yery similar to Acrosil but with a larger mean
particle size (dsd equal to 200 nm. according to the manul:1cturer. It is used for similar
industrial purposes such as an addition to paints and lacquers ti.~r yiscosity and water
resistance. as a C(~ating on satellite disl1Cs to pwtect against snow and ice buildup. :l11d as
an ;lddition tl) powders to incre,lse their bulk density. cre,lting beller Il)l'se-p;h:king [41].
Interestingly, the fluidization characteristics of this particle varied greatly from that of the
Aerosil, with much smaller fluidization velocities and less elutriation being present.
Tullanox has a particle densi ty of 2220 kg/m3, a loosely packed bulk density of 48 kg/m3,
and an average surface area of 246.48 m2/g.
The testing of Tullanox was performed In the same manner as Aerosil, by
exploring the fluidization without vibrations. Figure 6.15 shows the baseline results with
a minimum fluidization velocity of around 1.5 cm/s.
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Fil:ure 6.15 Basdine results for Tullano\. The minimum nuidi,ation Hlocity "as around 1.5 cm's.
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This curve is interesting in that the pressure drop levels off and then begins to increase
further with very high fluidizing air velocity. This can be explained by noting that the
agglomerates most likely began to break apart at very high velocities and individual
particles began to fluidize. This point of full fluidization had very high levels of
elutriation and was in the range of a dilute-phase flow.
Tullanox had been used by other researchers [16]. Though no vibration had been
used in their work, they did perfonn a baseline minimum fluidization velocity test in a
similar setup as is used in this experiment. Figure 6.16 [16] shows their resulting
pressure drop curve with an approximate fluidization velocity of 1.15 cm/s. It should be
noted that lung and Gidaspow used a bed with a rectangular cross-section. The
distributor included a 1.8 cm by 9.4 cm centrally located jet with a packed bed of 6 mm
diameter polyethylene particles on either side. This difference in experimental setup
could lead to the slight difference in Umfresults found between that and the current study.
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Adding horizontal mechanical and acoustic vibrations to the Tullanox particles
also succeeded in breaking agglomerates and lowering the minimum fluidization
velocity. The experiments followed the same procedure as the Aerosil, holding a
constant SPL and varying the mechanical vibration strength. Figure 6.17 shows these
results.
Tullanox • Vibration Strength vs Umf
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Fi~ure 6.17 Graph of Yihration Strcn~th 'so l'ml for Tullano\ at ,ar~ in~ sound pressure ICHls.
Mechanical Vibration vs Acoustic Vibration for Constant Umf
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Figure 6.18 Graph of :\Iechanical \'S. Acoustic Vibration at constant \'alues of Uml• As the \ibration
strength increases, llml decreases.
Figurc 6.1 S shows a plot of mcchanical and acoustic \'ibrations at \'arying Umf
\'alucs. Through these two graphs. it can be seen that at lowcr sound prcssure le\·cls. an
increase in mechanical \'ibrations created a greater decrease in Umf \'alues. At high
acoustic \·ibrations. the mechanical \'ibrations did not alter thc \'alues of lid as much.
IlowC\er. LTd did follow a decreasing trend with an increase in mechanical \'ibration
strength. It slH'uld also be noted that eycn a small acoustic field with no horiwntal
\ibratilln (iccreased L' _J In- oycr O.~ em s. Figure 6.19 slH'wS the acoustic accelcratil'l1
vs. SPL curve for Tullanox. Though the acceleration is smaller than with the Aerosil, it
is still substantially larger than that caused by the horizontal vibrations.
Acoustic Acceleration vs SPL
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Figure 6.19 This graph sho"s the increase of acoustic acceleration" ith increased SrL for Tullano\.
High frequency bubbling was also not found with Tullanox during this study. lung and
Gidaspow had found a few. small bubbles in their study.
Agglomerate size for Tullanox was considerably smaller than that of Aerosil. due
mainly to the lower fluidization \elocities obtained throughout the tests. The bed yoidage
at minimum fluidizati(lIl conditions was equal to 0.90. Agglomerate size ranged. with
\arying SPL. fwm 110 - ~OO pm with no mechanical yibration to 60 - 3~0 pm at highest
500
vibration strength. As seen in Figure 6.20, an increase in vibration strength reduced da in
all cases.
Tullanox • Agglomerate Size V5. Mechanical Vibration Strength
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Figure (1.20 Graph of Tullano\ Agglomerate Size \s ;\techanical \'ihration Strength for constant
Acoustic \'ihration Strength.
Tole
Dc\'iating from nano-particles. hut rema1l1111g 111 the Group C sizc and density
r~lI1ge. talc (\Iagncsium Silicatc Hydroxidc) was the next material to he studied,
C('ml11on]y used as an ingredient in talcum powder. talc is also used ti.'r resistance to
heat, electricity, and acids on electrical switchboards and as filler for paint and rubber
[29].
Talc was found to be a very cohesive and sticky powder. It had a relatively high
bed bulk density of 1761.8 kg/m3 and had a mean p~rticle size (dsv) of 15 ~m, as
recorded by Huang [12]. Talc was able to be fluidized without the addition of
mechanical or acoustic vibrations at a velocity around 0.75 cm/s as can be seen in the
pressure drop curve of Figure 6.21. Visual observation of the bed showed relatively poor
mixing, however.
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Poor bubbling and some channeling occurred when fluidized without vibration. When
the particles were dropped into the bed, the compaction due to the material weight
created a very packed bed. To fluidize the particles without vibration, it was important
that the air velocity was first raised to a very high level (-5 cm/s) to allow for the
particles to unpack themselves from the bed's bottom.
As vibrations were added, the channels began to break up and the bubbles
increased in frequency and size. Better mixing was present as the particles circulated
from the top of the bed to the bottom. Figure 6.22 shows the effect of the horizontal and
acoustic vibrations on Umf and Figure 6.23 shows the lines of constant Umf.
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Mechanical Vibration vs Acoustic Vibration for Constant Urnf
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It can be seen that there is a fairly steady trend of Urnf decrease with an increase of both
horizontal and acoustic vibrations. These results compare well with Huang whose results
for Ure," can be seen in Figure 6.24 [12].
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Figure 6.24 Comparison of resulls "ith Huang 1121 for talc.
Figure 6.25 shows the relationship between acoustic acceleration and SPL for the talc. It
follows the same type of curve as the other particles as its value is most related to the
bulk density. This relationship will be explained near the conclusion of this section.
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Fi~ure 6.25 This ~raph shO\\ s the increase of acoustic acceleration \\ ith increased SPL for Talc.
A fonnal repeatability test was also perfonned for the talc particles to ensure the
results were consistent. For the other particles. replicate experiments were carried out to
show that the results could be repeated but repeatability data were not recorded. The test
with talc il1\"olwd yarying the horizontal yibration force at SPL" equal to 147 dB. As can
be seen in Figure 6.26. the data did in fact show consistent results with a maximum
uncertainty of about ±O.02:' cm s.
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Fil.:ure 6.26 This l.:raph shows the repeatahilit)' of the Urn! tests for Talc" ith a maximum uncertainty of
about ±O.025 cm/s.
Agglomerate size for Talc was also calculated for each combination of \'ibration
strengths. The bed yoidage at minimum fluidization conditions was equal to 0.65. lower
than the pre\'ious two particles. Agglomerate size ranged. with yarying SPL. from 275 ...
510 pm with no mechanical yibration to 165 - 420 ~1I1l at highest yibration strength. As
seen in Figure 6.27. an increase in \'ibration strength reduced d" in all cases,
OJ
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BIf' FIr Ash
The second to last particle tested was BW Fly Ash. This ash has a relatiwlv low
LOI content of I.R n n. a mean diameter of R ~lln [12]. and a bed density of 2ROO kg m~ at
U;~·J. Similar to the talc. the material became wry packed as it was put into the bed and
vibrations or a high air wlocity were needed to Iluidilc it fwm ih packcd statc. Oncc it
\\.lS tluidi7cd and thc air was shut l11'f. thc ash did l1\1t rq'ack ihclf in thc bcd.
Subsequent tests did not require an initial period to break up the particles and the bed
remained comparatively unpacked. Figure 6.28 shows the baseline pressure drop curves.
Because of the aforementioned packing problem, a comparison was performed between
three tests without vibration. A reasonable correspondence resulted and the minimum
fluidization velocity was around 1.15 cm/s.
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Figure 6.2R Baseline results arc sho\\ n for BW Fly Ash. The minimum nuidilalion nlocily \\ as around 1.1 S em's.
As with the other particles the addition of vibration reduced the minimum
fluidization velocity. The results of the combination of acoustic and horizontal vibrations
on the bed can be seen in Figure 6.29 and 6.30. For very low SPL values, the horizontal
vibration had a greater effect on fluidization. However, at high SPL values, the acoustic
conditions seemed to dominate the fluidization quality.
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The relationship between SPL and acoustic acceleration for B\V Fly Ash can be
seen in Figure 6.31.
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Figure 6.31 This graph shows the increase of acoustic acceleration \\ itll increased SrL for BW Fly Ash.
As with thc othcr particlcs tested. increasing \'ibration strcngth successfully
reduccd agglomcratc sizc. For B\V Fly Ash. Thc bed \'oidage at minimum fluidization
conditions was equal to 0.73. slightly higher than Talc. Agglomerate size ranged. with
\'arying SPL. from 160 ~ 5~0 pm with no mcchanical \'ibration to ~o ~ 400 pm at highest
,·ibration strength. Figure 6.32. shows agglomeratc size \'s. mechanical \'ibration strength
with a general trend of decreasing agglomerate size with an increase in \'ihratil'l1. There
were intersectil~l1s of the cuncs. but because the acoustic \'ihration !cHIs were 'en·
similar to c.1ch l~ther. they can I'e altrihlteJ to experimental erwr.
qo
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Alumillo
The final particle tcstcd was ds\' == 1.9 pm aluminum oxidc (alumina). Alumina is
oftcn uscd for ballistic amlOr. as an clectrical illSulator. or as an addition to ccramics for
hardncss or color changc. It is a \ cry dcnsc (f't-,-,j=514S kg m') and cakcy whitc powdcr
that sticks \cry strt'ngly to n10q c\crything it touchcs. hcn \acuuming thc I'lmdcr lip
\\,lS a difticult !;lsk ,1S it h'nl.kd well h1 thc distribuh'r and h:d.
Inn
In previous tests perfonned by Herrera and Huang, fluidization or bubbling was
not possible even with the addition of acoustics. This study had the same results when
attempting to fluidize with just air, air and acoustics, and air and horizontal vibrations.
The particles agglomerated together and air passed through in channels mostly near the
wall of the bed. With the acoustics turned on to a voltage of 25 V (usually producing
around 150 dB in other materials), an SPLo of only 137 dB was recorded. This is most
likely due to the low voidage present within the bed. As the voidage increases, a greater
sound pressure level is nonnally found near the distributor. At a low SPL and a high bulk
density, the acoustic acceleration on the bed was very minimal, as is shown in Figure
6.33.
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Even when maximum acoustics and vibrations were applied simultaneously, the
alumina could still not be fluidized. There was little evidence of bubbling or mixing and
the surface was very bumpy with some spouting. Channeling dominated the flow of air
and the pressure-drop curve did not indicate the presence of fluidization as it never
leveled to indicate a Umf value. Furthennore, bed height remained nearly constant for the
entire range of velocities.
Bulk Density E.ffect 011 Acoustic Acceleration
As was shown throughout the cxperimcntal results section, an increase in the
bcd's bulk density (Phcd) ncar Umf led to a decrease in thc acoustic acceleration at the
distributor. This follows logic as a greater density of particles should reflect a greater
amount of an acoustic wave. Morc air space or voidagc within the bcd, thus decreasing
the dcnsity. would allow morc of thc pressure wave to pcnetrate thc bed. For the nano-
sized particles. Tullanox and Aerosil. Phcd is vcry low and the acoustic acccleration
reachcs maximum values near 24 G's. On thc other hand. the alumina particles arc
extremely dcnse. producing acceleration values ncar only 0.13 G·s. Because of this. the
alumina particles were not greatly affected by same power output by the loudspeaker and
fluidization was not possible. Figure 6.34 shows that at a fixed speed of sound.
acceleration decreases with an increase in bulk density and a decrease in SPL.
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Figure 6.34 At a fixed speed of sound. acceleration decreases" ith an increase in bulk density and a
decrease in SPL.
This chapter explained the test procedure for the experimental work of this study. The
results of the experiments of five ditlerent particles were then shown and analyzed. The
next chapter will review the entire work. fonn conclusions. and otTer further extensions.
CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and Recommendations
Experiments were perfonlled to detenlline the combined effects of horizontal
mechanical vibrations and vertical acoustic vibrations on fluidization with Geldart C
powders. The tested particles ranged in average diameter from 12 nm to 15 1l111. Group
C particles, as defined by Geldart, are cohesive particles that are difficult to fluidize.
Their small size and large particle surface area creates a situation where interparticle
forces dominate over the fluidizing air drag force. They tend to stick together, fonning
agglomerates and channeling within the bed. The addition of vibration breaks up both
the agglomerates and channels allowing for better particle mixing and fluidization
quality. Previous research had separately investigated the addition of mechanical
vibrations and an acoustic field to the bed. Ilowever. no prc\'ious work had bccn found
that combined both vibrational modes for ultra-fine particle fluidization. A bed was
designed with a variable speed cam-and-followcr system along with a loudspeaker with
SPL and frequency control. This approach established a way of testing the effects of
acoustic and mechanical vibration, both separately and jointly.
This work has shown that. indi\'idually. the \'ibrational acccleration on thc bed
material causes a positivc effect in reducing the minimum fluidization velocity.
Comparisons to other research ha\e shown similar results for n1l)st particles tested.
L'sing the cOlllbinati()n of acoustic and horizontal vibrati()ns further decreased L' c'" to
lc\c1s lo\\er than tlwse pngl11ating fn1 111 the indi\idu,11 vil'rational 111l'des. \\"hen
I(U
comparing the effects of the mechanical and acoustic vibrations, results showed that the
vibrational mode that caused the greater effect in reducing Umf was the one that created
the higher acceleration on the bed. However, it was found that the acoustics generated an
increase in bubble frequency within the bed and promoted better mixing. The horizontal
vibration seemed to shear the bubbles as its motion was nonnal to the bubble rise
direction; this decreased bubbling frequency. The horizontal vibration did seem to help
eliminate channeling in the bed better than the acoustics did. Reasoning for this lies in
the fact that the channels fonn vertically within a bed that has vertically flowing air. The
horizontal vibration, acting nonnal to the channel fonnation, tends to shcar the channels
and disrupt them more easily.
Calculations werc also perfonncd to detennine particle agglomeratc sizc as a
function of mcchanical and acoustic vibration strength. Agglomcrate sizc was a function
bcd voidagc. particle and fluid dcnsity, and gas viscosity. It was shown that an increase
in vibration strength tendcd to dccrease the agglomerate size for all particlcs tcstcd.
Reducing agglomerate diameter is important as it aids in particle mixing because particlc
surfacc area is increased. Furthennore, since smaller agglomerates can bc fluidized at
lower gas vclocities. there is a potential for economical s:n-ings in tenns of compressor or
fan sizes.
A correlation was shown between the acoustic acceleration on the bed and the
particle's bulk density. At low bulk densities, such as those of the Tullanox and Aerosil.
the acceleration was at least an order of magnitude higher from the acoustics than from
the lwrin1ntal vibr.llion. The motor speed \\as the limiting factor and was only able to
rr~)duce accelcrati~'l1s of awund 1.5 G·s. Further \\t'rk slwuld h: l'ertl1nned with ;1
10:'
higher speed motor to create vibrational accelerations closer to the values from the
acoustics.
Further work that could be proposed from this study would be to compare
bubbling conditions between a fluidized bed acted upon by horizontal mechanical
vibrations versus one acted upon by acoustic vibrations. Parameters such as bubble rise
velocity, frequency, and size could be evaluated. No quantitative measurement of
bubbling was made throughout this study but better bubbling was observed when the
acoustics were added. This comparison would help to further make clear the cause of
bubble fonnation and the effect different vibrational modes may have.
Another extension of this work could be the analysis vibration of bed intemals on
a fluidized bed of fine particles. As the mcchanical vibrations did not oftcn reach the
center of the bcd, the intemals could help distribute the vibration effect more cvenly and
crcate better channel and agglomerate brcakage.
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